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Student dies while training with drill team
Erin Roberts
Managing Editor
Joshua Potts, an 18-year-old
Computer Engineering freshman
from Campti, La. passed away
suddenly on Sept. 17. Potts was
involved with Air Force R.O.T.C.
and Pershing Rifles.
Potts, a pledge in the Pershing
Rifles organization, was participating in a physical training session as
part of a training night. Potts complained of not feeling well and fell
out of the group to walk about a half
mile into the run with another candidate, according to Ian Cuthbert,
Commander of the Embry-Riddle

chapter of Pershing Rifles. Potts
returned to the group shortly after
and, while cooling down, fell to the
ground and lost consciousness.
Members of Pershing Rifles, after
realizing Potts was not breathing, initiated rescue breathing and activated
the blue emergency phone to notify
Campus Safety. The students started
CPR and an Automated External
Defibrillator was brought out from
the detachment to try and restart
his heart. Campus Safety responded with officers on the scene, at
7:38 p.m., two minutes after the
blue phone was activated, the first
being a Student Crime Prevention
Practitioner.
Campus Safety also notified emer-

gency services,
though Halifax
Evacuation
had
already
been
called
by
students
on the scene.
Paramedics
arrived at the
scene at 7:39
Joshua
p.m. only minPotts
utes after Safety
was notified of
the incident. Potts was then taken to
Halifax Medical Center, where he
was pronounced dead that night.

Embry-Riddle
Daytona Beach, Fla., -- EmbryRiddle Aeronautical University will
host a visit Sept. 25 by a Hero of
the Soviet Union: Colonel Georgy
Mosolov, chief test pilot for MiG
fighter jets in the late 1950s and early
1960s. His stop at the university’s
Daytona Beach, Fla., campus precedes Mosolov’s induction Sept. 29
into the Society of Experimental Test

the newest addition to the Interfaith
Community at Embry-Riddle, Pastor
Melynne Rust, presiding over the
ceremony.
The family has already felt the
effects of the caring Embry-Riddle
community, receiving many flowers,
cards, and messages in the short time
since Potts’ death. They would like
to thank Embry-Riddle for all of the
support the University has offered,
including all of the cadets who were
willing to drive to Louisiana for the
funeral.
“We already knew how special
Josh was,” Jennifer Potts said, “but

for him to touch so many people in
such a short amount of time makes
him that much more special.”
Potts had received a four-year
scholarship to Embry-Riddle and
a three year Air Force R.O.T.C.
scholarship. He chose Embry-Riddle
because of the excellent academics and his love for the R.O.T.C.
program.
“It is well known that EmbryRiddle has one of the biggest and best
programs, only a step down from the
Air Force Academy,” Jennifer
Please see “POTTS,” page A4

All the king’s horses, and all the king’s men ...

MiG test pilot on
campus Sept. 25
Press Release

The cause of death is still unknown
according to Jennifer Potts, 25, the
sister of the deceased. She has stated
that according to the medical examiner who performed the autopsy,
this incident was not heart-related,
unlike what was originally predicted. At press time, the family is still
waiting on the pathology report,
which should determine the true
cause of death.
Funeral services were held at the
Blanchard St. Denis Funeral Home
in Natchitoches, La. on Saturday.
A memorial service was also held
in the ICI Center on Monday with

Pilots in Los Angeles.
The first man to fly the worldfamous MiG-21, Mosolov at one
time held two world speed records
and one world altitude record. Like
his close friend Yuri Gagarin, the
first cosmonaut, he received the Hero
of the Soviet Union Gold Star, the
Russian equivalent of the U.S. Medal
of Honor.
Mosolov’s popularity as a pilot was
wide-ranging – children’s homes,
schools, gold mines, and frontier
posts were named after him – and he
personified courage and progress in
the Soviet Union, particularly after
his near-fatal supersonic ejection
from a MiG prototype in 1961.
Mosolov is being hosted at
Embry-Riddle by Rodney Rogers,
professor of aeronautical science,
and Shirley Waterhouse, director of the university’s Centers for
Teaching and Learning Excellence,
who met him during a trip to
Moscow in 2002.
From 9:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.,
Mosolov will take a tour of the
College of Aviation Building, the
flight department, and flight simulators, led by Waterhouse and
aeronautical science students Ryan
Larosh and Kavita Patel. From
11:45 a.m. to 1 p.m., he will be the
guest at a luncheon hosted by Cass
Howell, chair of the aeronautical
science department. Richard Heist,
provost, will present Mosolov with
a gift from Embry-Riddle.

FSC leader Warner
taken down by Eagles
NCAA D-II
powerhouses
Lynn hand Men
Second loss
Press Release
ERAU Sports Information
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. – The
14th-ranked Embry-Riddle men’s soccer team improved its record to 3-1-2
overall and 3-0-1 in the Florida Sun
Conference as the Eagles blanked
league foe Warner Southern (6-1, 1-1)
2-0, Tuesday at the Embry-Riddle
Soccer Stadium.
The Eagle offense came out strong
to start the match, outshooting the
Royals 9-3 in the first frame with the
best opportunities coming from AJ
Barrett, who narrowly missed to the
right, and Sam Litchfield whose shot
was saved on the line by a Warner
Southern defender.
The game’s first goal came in the
25th minute after Carl Sheard won the
ball just inside the Warner Southern
defensive half. After passing the ball to
Phil Middleton, Sheard continued his
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run through the center of the park and
was rewarded by getting the ball back.
He dribbled to the top of the 18 and
found Barrett on the left side. Barrett
took a couple of touches to get by his
defender and buried his third goal of
the year to put the Eagles up 1-0.
The Eagles’ second goal came 14
minutes into the second half. Sheard
took the ball down the right side and hit
a low cross into the box and Litchfield
was on hand to slot home his third goal
of the season to give the Eagles a twogoal lead.
The Royals had a chance at the
equalizer just two minutes later when
they were awarded a penalty. Mauricio
Castano took the ensuing penalty kick
but was denied by ERAU keeper Viktor
Bergstrand to keep the score at 2-0.
Bergstrand collected five saves in
his fifth start of the year, earning the
season’s first clean sheet for the Blue
and Gold.
The Eagles take a break from conference play on Saturday when they
host NCAA II at the Embry-Riddle
Soccer Stadium. Kickoff is scheduled
for 7 p.m.

GREG FRECHETTE/AVION

THE DESTRUCTION OF SPRUANCE Hall kicked off Wednesday morning at 8 a.m. to the sounds of Caterpillars and churning hydraulic fluid. By the weekend a wide swath had been taken out through the center of the structure, exposing the tornado
stricken building’s guts. The new administration building, to take the place of Spruance, will start construction in 2009.

West Lawn to host physical challenges
iPod, other
prizes to be
raffled off
Bob Scheid

DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. – The
Lynn Fighting Knights tallied three
first half goals to take 3-1 win over
Please see “SOCCER,” page A4

Chief Copy Editor
The West Lawn will be transformed into a billowy obstacle
course Tuesday when Touch-N-Go

Productions brings Inflatable Day
to campus.
Chief among the events will be
the 130-foot inflatable obstacle
course, but a rock-climbing wall
will also be set up to let students
tackle the hardest (and softest)
slopes in the area. There will also
be a golfball-driving-range cage,
which lets a golfer hit a ball into
a wall and then calculates where
the ball would go from there but
without the need of the rest of the
course. All these activities will be

open from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. and are
free to Embry-Riddle students.
Touch-N-Go will also be sponsoring a raffle, with five big prizes:
fifth is a copy of “Halo 3,” fourth is
an iPod Shuffle; third is a handheld
DVD player; second, a portable
digital picture and video camera;
and first is a new iPod Nano.
Inflatable Day is one of the midsemester events put
Please see “INFLATABLE,”
page A4

Get to Know:
Rebecca Simonds,
SGA Office
coordinator

Eagles x-country
continue
dominance

The Avion
spotlights the
fall TV lineup
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ASA CRJ Static Display

Rebecca Simonds
SGA Office Coordinator
Compiled by Jordan Clancy

Country/State you are
from: Florida
Why did you take this
position? It was a great
opportunity
What scares you?
Lizards
Favorite band/musical
artist: Iron and Wine
First thought when
you wake up: Whatever
I dreamt the night before
Thing you hate most
about Daytona Beach:
Tourists and events
What’s in your freezer
right now? A lot of ice
and freezer-burnt meat
Store you would
choose to max out a
credit card: Bed, Bath
and Beyond
Favorite
holiday:
Christmas
Job you would have if
money was no object:
Social Worker
Song you would sing
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for karaoke: “You were
meant for me” -Jewel
Best prank that you’ve
done or that has been
done to you: Piece of
tape over eye of a mouse
What color crayon would you be?
Tangerine
If you could pick any
animal, regardless of
habitat, to have as a
pet, what would it be?
Pig
Place you want to go
or live? France
Favorite board game?
Trivial Pursuit
Worst part of airport
security? Always smells
like feet
Pick one word to sum
up your life: Fabulous
Mac or PC? PC
If you could pardon
one person in history,
who would it be? The
guy from Green Mile

MATT SMITH/AVION

STUDENTS LINED UP TO LOOK at the CRJ static display Wednesday by Atlantic Southeast Airlines at Daytona Beach Airport.
Embry-Riddle graduate Capt. Sean Getty (left) and Freshman Steven Pellegrino (right) sit in the airplane’s cockpit.

Student remembered by family
“POTTS”

CHRIS TEZAK/AVION

This Week’s Happenings
Tuesday, Sept. 25

Study Abroad Info. Session
7:00 p.m. IC 101
Wednesday, Sept. 26
Arts and Letters Series
Tom Hoehn-Silent-Film Organ
7:00 p.m. IC Auditorium

from FRONT

Potts said. “Josh was ecstatic about
the possibilities of learning and
training,” said Jennifer.
Potts had always dreamed of
becoming a pilot and a computer
engineer, even since the first grade.
He was involved in many activities
during his time at Lakeview High
School, including Student Council
and Air Force Junior R.O.T.C.,
and most recently graduated as
Valedictorian.
Potts spent his senior year of high
school building the Drill Team from
the ground up. “He would never
give up; even when he injured him-

self with his own rifle, he kept
going. We think he got that discipline from Karate,” Jennifer Potts
remembered.
Assistant Dean of Students Paul
Bell commented on the tragedy, saying, “Students need to stay focused
on the positive and pay attention
to what is in front of them. Value
and cherish every day and know the
importance of family and friends.”
Bell also added, “I am proud of
Embry-Riddle students because of
what they know and offer to their
own community. These students did
everything right to give Josh care.”
Potts is survived by his father, I.V.
Potts; his sister, Jennifer Potts and
her three children; his half-brother,

Cody Potts; and his maternal grandmother, Shirley Davis. The family
has started a fund through Lakeview
High School for the J.R.O.T.C. drill
team to help members continue to
go to tournaments, since that is what
Potts would have wanted. Donations
can be mailed to:
Lakeview High School
JROTC Drill Team
Josh Potts
7305 Hwy 9
PO Box 200
Campti, LA 71411
Flowers and cards may be mailed
to:
Shirley Davis
113 Elliott Rd
Campti, LA 71411

“INFLATABLE”
from FRONT

on by the SGA division. Andrew
Paolinetti,
Touch-N-Go’s
Administrative Coordinator, said
they are trying to hold a midsemester event about every two
weeks. Upcoming events include
illusionist Mike Super on Oct.
10 and the popular Clearly You
Crystals, when your face can be
etched into a crystal cube, on Oct.
22 and 23. Phi Delta Theta will
also be co-sponsoring Monday
Night Football with Touch-N-Go
on the 22nd.
All these events are leading up
to Embry-Riddle’s homecoming
celebration, several straight days
of campus-wide celebration and
fun. As November approaches,
keep an eye on The Avion for more
information and schedules for all
the festivities.

Thursday, Sept. 27
Diversity Lecture Series
Carolina Lenz-Hispanic Heritage
7:00 p.m. IC Auditorium
Friday, Sept. 28
Heart Walk
5:00 p.m. Daytona Beach Bandhsell

PHOTO COURTESY KRISTEN FITZGERALD
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Men’s, women’s x-country take top team honors
Press Release

ERAU Sports Information

MELANIE PUGH/AVION

Eagles defeat
Bobcats in FSC
opener, 2-1
Press Release

ERAU Sports Information
MIAMI GARDENS, Fla. Embry-Riddle women’s soccer
opened Florida Sun Conference
play Saturday afternoon at St.
Thomas University and came out
victorious, 2-1.
St. Thomas (5-2 overall, 1-1
FSC) was the first to get on the
board, just five minutes into the
game. Shanoska Young capitalized on a loose ball in front of the
goal, knocking it in and putting the
Bobcats up 1-0 with 39:29 left in
the first half.
ERAU (3-5, 1-1) picked up its
play in the second half and finally
found the back of the net in the
58th minute. Sophomore Chloe
Cowart took a pass from freshman
Elina Johansson, dribbled towards
the goal, and alertly chipped a

long-range shot over the head of
STU’s keeper.
The score sat stagnant for the
next 30 minutes of play. Overtime
seemed inevitable as the announcer began the the 10-second countdown. The Eagles earned possession of the ball deep in Bobcat
territory as Johansson beat her
defender and crossed the ball in
front of the net to a streaking
Kristen Phelps on the six-yard box.
Just as the clocked dwindled down
to two seconds left, a STU defender inadvertently knocked the ball
in and made the score to 2-1 in
favor of ERAU.
Stephanie Taylor spent the full
90 minutes in goal for the Eagles
and racked up 13 saves. EmbryRiddle had seven corner kicks to
St. Thomas’ three.
ERAU continues its conference
schedule next Saturday at home
against Northwood (3-1) at 7 p.m.

ERAU loses to Northwood
University and Madonna
Press Release

Erau Sports Information
WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. Embry-Riddle suffered losses
to Northwood University and
Madonna (Mich.) on day one
of the Pepsi Bash at the Beach
Tournament, hosted by Palm Beach
Atlantic, on Friday, September 21.
Coming off a first round loss
to Madonna (Mich.), Northwood
came out tough winning game
one, 30-26, outhitting the Eagles
.274 to .077. In game two ERAU
showed their potential, jumping to
a comfortable lead of 18-12 before
the Seahawks began to make a
comeback. With the game tied at
23, NWU outside hitter, Rebecka
Ohman tallied three of her team
leading 14 kills to take game two
for the Seahawks, 30-26.
The Eagles ran into hitting trouble in game three and suffered their
fourth loss of the season. Marissa
Gonzales led the team with two
service aces, 34 assists and two
kills. Savannah Trakes had 14 kills

Women’s golf finishs sixth
Eagles fight
through rain
and weather
on LPGA
Ren Xun Kwok

Guest Reporter
ERAU women’s golf outplayed
archrival, Savannah College of Arts
and Design (SCAD), in the 20072008 season opener, Lady Falcon
Invitational at LPGA Daytona
Beach. The woman’s team scored
321-310 for a combined two-day
total of 631 and finished sixth in
the tournament, among a very tough
NCAA division 2 playing field.
Coach Maria Lopez was very

pleased with the performance of
the women’s team over this weekend. The Eagles displayed a positive response, despite the very wet
playing conditions on the course
due to the midweek thunderstorms.
The women’s team is looking very
strong this season and they are looking ready to mount a strong challenge on Oklahoma City for the
No.1 rank in the NAIA women’s
golf ranking.
The Eagles were paired up with
SCAD, our archrival, and Florida
Southern on both days. Despite teeing off with our rival team and
Florida Southern, the Eagles showed
a positive response. The team played
well and was tied for eighth overall,
sharing that tie with SCAD after day
one. However, the Eagles started the
second day with some very good
golf and left SCAD trailing behind
early in the game and was matching
Florida Southern stroke for stroke.
Advertisement

DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. –
There’s no place like home for the
Embry-Riddle men’s and women’s
cross country teams who captured
team titles at the ERAU/Smoothie
King Classic on the Embry-Riddle
campus on Saturday. Saturday’s
meet featured 13 collegiate teams,
as well as varsity and junior varsity
competitors from 23 high schools.
The team title was the third
for the Eagle men who finished
way ahead of the competition with
21 points, with Florida Tech (100
points), Xavier (La.) (119 points),
Valdosta State (151) and Warner
Southern (157 points) taking the
No. 2 – No. 5 spots.
The ERAU women took home
their second title of the season
with 31 points. Stetson was second with 82 points, while Warner
Southern (106 points), Florida Tech
(120 points) and Pasco Hernando
Community College (130 points)
finished third, fourth and fifth,
respectively.

The Embry-Riddle men, who
claimed the top three spots, placed
12 runners in the top 20 in the
111-man field. Sophomore Nick
Gehlsen was the first harrier to
cross the line for the Eagles clocking in a 27:21.93 for his second win
in as many outings. Close on his
heels was freshman Henry Melius
who ran a 27:22.04, while Stuart
Patterson was third in 27:41.87.
Evan Clay (8th, 28:05.71) and
Russell Snyder (9th, 28:08.77)
rounded out the Eagles’ scoring.
Sophomore Alex Salinas
(20:48.06) was the top Eagle finisher in the women’s race which
was won by Florida Tech’s Carolyn
Horst in 20:32.37. Beth McCubbin
(20:58.18) and Noelle Niblack
(21:00.34) crossed the line in
fourth and fifth, respectively, while
Lori Costello (ninth, 21:25.97) and
Katrina Morgan (19th, 22:22.28)
rounded the Blue and Gold’s top
five.
The Eagle harriers take a
two-week break before returning to competition at the FL
Runners Invitational on Oct. 5 in
Titusville.

Tara Allen led the Eagles through
day one with a two-over 74 and finished the second day with a birdie
for a 4-over 76 and came out 1st in
the team. This is her second time
taking the top spot at the Lady
Falcon Invitational among the team.
Fellow teammates Autumn Gee and
Albane Flamant stormed back after
day one and each shot a 4-over 76 to
take second and third place.
The women’s golf team will play
again in the Flagler Invitational at the
World Golf Village in St. Augustine
next Monday and Tuesday, October
first & second.
Complete results over the weekend are as follows:
Personal:
Tara Allen 74-76, 150
Autumn Gee 81-76, 157
Albane Flamant 85-76, 161
Jocelyn Dunn 81-82, 163
Deah Ruebel 85-88, 173

and 10 digs.
In match two, the Eagles faced
off against no.13 ranked Madonna
Crusaders. The Crusaders came
out strong after sitting through the
ERAU first match, winning game
one 30-18.
The Eagles took a stong lead in
the first game, scoring the first three
points. The Eagles kept their lead,
at 8-6, Lauren Anastase increased
the ERAU lead to 14-6. Alana
Martinez and Corey Dobridnia
proved to be big in the middle for
the Eagles aiding them to victory
30-22 in the second game.
Madonna out hit Embry-Riddle
in games two and three taking the
victory and the first place seed in
the round robin. Trakes led ERAU
with 17 kills and 12 digs. Martinez
charted 15 kills and 11 digs, while
Gonzales tallied 47 assists and two
kills.
WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. Sophomore Jenni Nelsen chalked
up seven aces to lead the EmbryRiddle Eagles (7-5, 3-1 FSC) to
a 3-1 victory over St. .Thomas
University (3-7, 1-3 FSC) on
Saturday, September 22, at the
Pepsi Bash at the Beach hosted by
Palm Beach Atlantic University.
The Eagles played tired in game
one, unable to pick up the attack
from STU’s outside hitter, Maria
Roman who charted 21 kills in the
match. St. Thomas picked up the
win in game one, 30-23.
ERAU fired back in games two
through four, picking up the dig
and blocking the ball, while charting their seventh win of the season.
Nelsen tallied four of her aces
in game four, out of six service
attempts. With seven aces in the
match she tied the record for most
aces in a four-game match. The

CHRIS TEZAK/AVION

JENNI NELSON SCORED SEVEN aces to lead the Embry-Riddle
Eagles. The team lost two games on the first day and then came back
to beat St. Thomas in the third game of the Pepsi Bash.
team had 15 aces overall.
Marissa Gonzales led the squad
with 46 assists, 11 digs, four kills,
two aces and one solo block. She
was the only Eagle as well as setter
named to the All-Tournament team,
after posting 127 assists, 27 digs,
and eight kills in three matches
played.
Alana Martinez had 16 kills from

the middle, hitting .316, while
marking three blocks, four digs and
two aces. Janelle Marinos had eight
kills and 12 digs. Lauren Anastase
marked 18 digs, six kills and two
services aces.
Embry-Riddle will host Edward
Waters College on Wednesday,
September 26 at 7:00 p.m. in the
ICI Center.

No. 1 Lynn top No. 13 ERAU
3-1, Eagles fall to (3-2-2)
“SOCCER”
from FRONT

Embry-Riddle in men’s soccer
action, Saturday at the Embry-Riddle
Soccer Stadium. Lynn, ranked No. 1
in the NCAA II polls, improved to
9-0, while the 13th-ranked Eagles
fell to 3-2-2 on the year.
The Eagles found themselves
under pressure early as the Fighting
Knights tested ERAU starting goalkeeper Viktor Bergstrand with four
shots on frame in the first six minutes of the match. Lynn eventually
took the lead in the seventh minute
when Gabe Toboada’s shot with the
outside of his foot beat Bergstrand to
the lower right corner.
Lynn extended its lead to 2-0 at
the 22:09 mark. Bergstrand got a
hand to Tyrell Burgess’ shot from
the left side, but he pushed the ball
into the post and Dwight Barnett was
on hand to slot home the rebound for
the two-goal advantage.
An errant pass by the Eagles
rolled into the ERAU net, resulting in a 3-0 halftime lead for the
Fighting Knights.
The Eagles regrouped coming out
of the halftime break and got a goal
back just eight minutes into the
second off the boot of AJ Barrett.
They continued to pressure the Lynn
defense, but were unable to add
to their tally, thanks in part to a

five-save performance by Lynn netminder Tim Melia.
The Eagles return to league play

on Wednesday when they host
Savannah College of Art and Design
at 7 p.m.

MELANIE PUGH/AVION

NO. 8 MATTHIAS KLAT struggles for the ball against Warner
Southern. The Eagles return to league play on Wednesday after hosting Savannah College of Art and Design.

World
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Darfur professor languishes in refugee camp
Stephanie McCrummen
The Washington Post

Sometimes, the amiable professor
feels lost here in this circle of sand
and sun and interrupted lives.
Particularly at night, when he's
not so busy, Azhari Ali imagines
what new economic theories might
be afloat around the university where
he once studied. He wonders how
out-of-date his ideas are, as he is so
cut off from the world.
He sits in his tarp-covered hut
remembering poets he used to love
in school, "like Alexander Pope,"
he said. "I concentrate on that.
Something like, `the sun will love the
flower,' and so on," he said, trying to
recall a verse.
To be one of the 2.5 million people
driven from the Darfur region of
western Sudan is to be many things:
a farmer without land, a trader without a business, a mother without
children, a teacher without students.
And, in Ali's case, a holder of two
master's degrees stuck in a void with
only the books he brought with him
when he ran for his life.
Since he crossed into eastern Chad,
leaving behind his wife and family,
Ali has read his old, musty copy of
"Macbeth" many times, he said. He's
memorized the articles and photographs in his treasured, two-year-old
copies of Time and the Economist,
magazines that have drifted into the
camp in the hands of aid workers.
He's read over and over "Bacon's
Essays," "World Constitutions,"
"Micro and Macro Public Finance,"

"Adventures of Sherlock Holmes,"
"An Approach to English Literature
for Students Abroad" and a book a
well-wisher gave him called "Life
Does Have a Purpose," among others.
He tries to keep his mind sharp by
attending whatever workshops aid
groups offer. At this point, Ali is an
expert on peace education, sanitation
systems, certain infectious diseases,
Chadian law, international humanitarian law and how to save lives during disasters.
"If I could leave here, I'd want to
study for my PhD in economics," Ali
said. "But I'm becoming older and
older now I'm 45."
All of which underscores a profound fact about the conflict in
Darfur: It has dragged on for more
than four years.
If talks between the Sudanese government and Darfur rebels go ahead
as planned in October, the two sides
will confront a conflict that has hardened and fragmented over time.
Inside the vast refugee camps
across Darfur and eastern Chad, people, too, have been transformed in
small and large ways. Especially in
Darfur, some camps are becoming
increasingly violent and militarized,
as traditional authority has broken
down.
That is not the case here, where
life is difficult but mostly prosaic.
For Ali, the biggest struggle is not
external but internal, to maintain a
sense of relevance in a place that
feels increasingly tangential as the
weeks, months and years wear on.
Fighting between the government,

rebels and various militias plaguing
eastern Chad has taken place fairly
far from this isolated maze of huts
and twig fences, two hours from any
sizable town. The Darfur rebels, who
have come recruiting in other camps,
rarely come here.
People are generally healthy,
according to the International Medical
Corps, a nonprofit organization that
runs an orderly, if crowded, clinic.
As is the case across eastern Chad,
the camp population is growing not
because of new refugees, but births,
which numbered 70 last month.
Ali is a tall man with bright eyes
and a graying beard, and in his dark
trousers and slightly wrinkled lilac
oxford shirt, he casts a shadow of
sophistication. Ali does not come
across as a sad person; he has a full,
rolling laugh that comes easily, even
after he says things that aren't particularly funny, such as, "You feel
sometimes you're losing your knowledge here."
"Living here in the camps, there
are no reference books," he said, with
the laugh. "There are no persons to
talk to about theories, to consult, to
do research. ... But you must find out
also how to keep learning."
Ali received master's degrees in
economics and political science and
stayed abroad, conducting feasibility studies for various companies in
Ethiopia. He returned to Darfur in
2002 and, just as the fighting between
rebels and government-backed militias was beginning, started working
as a private adviser to university
students.
Ali soon learned that Sudanese

security forces were after him and
several colleagues as the government
began targeting intellectuals. He
quickly packed what was most essential to him: a trunk full of books.
Inside Ali's hut, he has covered
the mud walls with rose-patterned
sheets. He has his trunk in there, a
big bag of books, and a table scattered with bug spray, a toothbrush, a
small bottle of cologne, a radio and
two batteries.
"Thank God for batteries," Ali
said, explaining that he tunes in to
BBC twice a day.
He gets along pretty well when
he's focused on the mission he's
given himself here in the camp: to
teach people about their legal rights
and problems such as tribalism.
He has also learned what he
describes as "many mysterious
things" from neighbors who came
from different regions in Darfur with
different traditions and beliefs.
At the same time, Ali said, his old
life and aspirations seem more and
more distant.
He has had no news in years from
his wife, three sisters, five brothers,
mother or father. He does not know
where they are. He wonders about
his old friends, who may not realize
why he has lost touch with them.
Mostly, Ali passes the time reading
and rereading. A month-old Nigerian
newspaper recently found its way
into the camp, and an instructional
book on Swahili, which he is studying.
"Do you think when I finish I'll
still be in Chad?" he asked. Then he
laughed.

STEPHANIE MCCRUMMEN/THE WASHINGTON POST

Lingering depression adds to Katrina’s toll
Peter Whoriskey

The Washington Post
A gravel-voiced fire department
captain, Michael Gowland says he
had never been a big crier.
"I'm not a Neanderthal," he said
last week, "but I wasn't much for
tears."
Now, sometimes, he cries two or
three hours at a stretch. Other times,
his temper has exploded, prompting
him one day to pick up a crescent
wrench and chase an auto mechanic
around a garage. Even more perplexing to him, the once devout Roman
Catholic now wonders "if there's anything out there."
"If anyone had told me before
that depression could bring me
this low, I'd have said they were
a phony," Gowland, 46, married
and a father of three, said during a
break from fixing his flooded home.

"Everything bothers me."
More than two years after the
storm, it is not Hurricane Katrina
itself, but the persistent frustrations
of the delayed recovery that are
exacting a high psychological toll on
people who never before had such
troubles, psychiatrists and a major
study say. A burst of adrenaline and
hope propelled many here through
the first months but, with so many
neighborhoods still semi-deserted,
inspiration has ended.
Calls to a mental health hotline
jumped after the storm and have
remained high, organizers said.
Psychiatrists report being overbooked, at least partly because
demand has spiked. And the most
thorough survey of the Gulf Coast's
mental health recently showed that
while signs of depression and other
ills doubled after the hurricane, two
years later, those levels have not subsided they have risen.

"It's really stunning in juxtaposition to what these kinds of surveys have shown after other disasters, or after people have been raped
or mugged," said Ronald Kessler,
a professor of health-care policy at
Harvard Medical School, who led the
study. Typically, "people have a lot
of trouble the first night and the first
month afterward. Then you see a lot
of improvement."
But in New Orleans the percentage
of people reporting signs of severe
mental illness, suicidal thoughts
and post-traumatic stress disorder
increased between March 2006 and
the summer of 2007, the survey
showed.
"A lot of people had this expectation in New Orleans that, ‘Dammit,
by next Mardis Gras we're going to
be back’ ... and then they weren't,"
Kessler said. "Then they said, `By
next year we'll be back' and they
weren't. We're in this stage of where

there are a lot of people just kind of
giving up."
Times-Picayune columnist Chris
Rose wrote about his own depression in a widely discussed newspaper
article published in October and then
in his recent book, "1 Dead in Attic."
The article struck a chord.
"I probably amassed 3,000 e-mails
from people who felt like me," Rose
said. "Now they come up to me in the
grocery store and tell me what meds
they're on. I say, ‘congratulations.’"
Depression is often discussed in
terms of chemical causes, but interviews with psychiatrists and patients
here ascribed its appearance in postKatrina New Orleans to the stresses
of rebuilding.
Because of the hurricane, many
have lost or changed jobs. Thousands
are still living in cramped FEMA
trailers and many are living in semideserted streets.
"If you've lost your job, you've

lost your house and you've lost
your friends well, you ought to be
depressed, man, or else you're out of
touch with reality," said psychiatrist
Elmore Rigamer, the medical director for Catholic Charities in New
Orleans, which runs five city mental
health clinics.
"What we can do for these folks is
to make them understand that they're
not crazy," Rigamer said. "And then
they can explain it to their wives and
husbands."
Between March 2006 six months
after the storm and summer 2007,
the number of people reporting signs
of serious mental illness, rose from
11 percent to 14 percent. Before the
storm it had been about 6 percent.
Similarly, the number of people
who reported thoughts of suicide rose
from 3 to 8 percent in New Orleans.
"There's more depression, more
financial problems, more marital
conflict, more thoughts of suicide,"

said Daphne Glindmeyer, a New
Orleans psychiatrist who is president of the Louisiana Psychiatric
Medicine Association. "And a lot of
it is in people who never had any
trouble before."
Interviews with psychiatrists turn
up story after story of people with
no history of depression plunged
into mental anguish deep enough to
require treatment.
A teenager living in a trailer turns
homicidal. A woman whose mom
died in the car during evacuation and
then could not be taken to funeral
home suffers post-traumatic stress
disorder. A firefighter involved in
dozens of rescues seethes with anger
at the region's inability to come
back.
"These people don't necessarily
need a good psychiatrist," Rigamer
said. "They need a good contractor
or someone to fix the ‘Road Home’
program and good leadership."

Pakistan Pres. falters in pursuit of al-Qaida
Greg Miller

The Los Angeles Times

Political turmoil and a spate of
brazen attacks by Taliban fighters
are forcing Pakistan's president to
scale back his government's pursuit of al-Qaida, according to U.S.
intelligence officials who fear that
the terrorist network will be able
to accelerate its efforts to rebuild
and plot new attacks.
The development threatens a
pillar of U.S. counter-terrorism
strategy, which has depended on
Pakistan to play a lead role in
keeping al-Qaida under pressure
to reduce its ability to coordinate
future strikes.

President Pervez Musharraf, facing a potentially fateful election
next month and confronting calls
to yield power after years of autocratic rule, appears too vulnerable
to pursue aggressive counter-terrorism operations at the behest of
the United States, the intelligence
officials said.
At the same time, the Pakistani
military has suffered a series of
embarrassing setbacks at the hands
of militants in tribal areas bordering Afghanistan where Osama bin
Laden and other al-Qaida figures
are believed to be hiding.
U.S. intelligence officials said
the conditions that have allowed
al-Qaida to regain strength are
likely to persist, enabling it to con-
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tinue training foreign fighters and
plot new attacks.
"We are worried," said a senior
U.S. counter-terrorism official who
closely monitors Pakistan's pursuit
of al-Qaida in the rugged frontier
region . The official, like others,
spoke on condition of anonymity
because he was not authorized to
publicly discuss the matter.
"I think the prospect for aggressive action ... is probably not good,
no matter what," said the official,
referring to the federally administered tribal areas where al-Qaida is
particularly strong. If Musharraf is
removed from office or agrees to
a power-sharing arrangement with
political foes, the "change in government could well mean a diminution of cooperation on counterterrorism," the official added.
A senior U.S. intelligence official said Pakistani retrenchment
appears to have begun.
"We're already beginning to see
some signs of that," the official
said, citing a recent series of reversals by the Pakistan military .
"In the next few days, we're
probably going to see a withdrawal of forces that the Pakistanis
put there," the intelligence official said, adding the move could
solidify a "safe haven, where the
(al-Qaida) leadership is secure,
operational planners can do their
business and foreigners can come
in and be trained and redeploy to
the West."
Meanwhile, bin Laden declared
war on Musharraf in a new audiotape released last week, a message
that experts said was timed to take
advantage of the political turmoil.
Over the years, Musharraf's
commitment to rooting out elements of al-Qaida and the Taliban
has sometimes been questioned.
Last fall, the president struck a
peace agreement with tribal leaders in North and South Waziristan,
scaling back military operations in
return for a pledge that the tribes
would rein in foreign fighters.
Instead, American intelligence
officials said, the deal took pressure off al-Qaeda at a critical time,
enabling it to regroup and reestablish ties with terrorist affiliates in
other parts of the world.

In recent months, Musharraf has
sent troops to the tribal areas, particularly after a series of suicide
bombings by militants who vowed
revenge after government forces in
July stormed a radical mosque in
Islamabad, the capital.
Musharraf's popular support has
eroded rapidly this year, starting
with a failed attempt to oust the
nation's chief justice.
The Pakistani leader, who seized
power in a bloodless coup in 1999,
hopes to secure another presidential term in an Oct. 6 vote by
national and provincial lawmakers. He faces legal challenges to
his candidacy, and some opposition parties plan to boycott the
vote. In response to calls that he
give up his post as military chief,
Musharraf said he would do so
after being reelected, a pledge
questioned by opponents.
The developments have triggered
new concern in the intelligence
community that a six-year effort
by the United States and Pakistan
to root out al-Qaida, which has
had limited success, could further falter. The intelligence official described it as a "caldron of
events" that has become a significant complication in efforts to rein
in terrorism.
The prevailing view among
U.S. intelligence analysts is that
Musharraf probably will remain in
power, but in a significantly weakened position that may require him
to embrace democratic reforms
and share authority with one or
more political rivals, U.S. officials
said.
Such an arrangement would
deprive Musharraf of the dictatorial power he has wielded, which
enabled him to contain the political cost of carrying out counterterrorism operations at the behest
of the United States.
The unfolding situation has put
Washington in the conflicted position of either pressing for democratic reforms in a nation where
doing so is likely to undermine
efforts to apprehend bin Laden,
or pushing to shut down terrorist
camps linked to a series of plots
against Western targets.
Polls in Pakistan suggest that bin

Laden is more popular than many
of the Muslim nation's politicians,
and analysts say it is extremely difficult for the beleaguered
Musharraf to remain aligned with
the U.S.
"From a domestic politics perspective, sustained Pakistani
action against al-Qaida in (the tribal areas) would be suicidal," said
Seth Jones, an expert on terrorism
and Pakistan at Rand Corp. "It
would only increase hatred against
his regime at the precise moment
when he is politically weakest."
That political turmoil could
cost the Bush adminstration cooperation from a key ally in the
Islamic world, one that has nuclear
arms. Musharraf has been praised
repeatedly by President Bush, and
Pakistan has received more than
$5.6 billion in aid over the last
six years, most of it meant to
reimburse the country for counterterrorism efforts.
Under new pressure from
Washington, Musharraf sent military divisions back into the tribal
areas this summer. Initially, the
forays appeared to catch al-Qaida
by surprise, U.S. intelligence officials said, prompting the organization to pull back.
But the government's border
troops recently have been subjected to a series of suicide attacks and
kidnappings, the U.S. intelligence
official said. Overall, dozens of
Pakistani soldiers and hundreds
of extremists and foreign fighters
have been killed .
The bloodshed has added to the
political pressure on Musharraf,
who faces the widespread perception that he is sending Pakistani
soldiers into harm's way on behalf
of the United States.
Even when the operations succeed, there is little payoff for
Musharraf.
"The whole purpose of (U.S.Pakistani) operations is to eliminate people who primarily target
the United States and the West,"
the senior counter-terrorism official said. That means Musharraf
ends up being seen as "complicit
in killing or capturing people who
many Pakistanis think should be
treated as heroes. "

But Musharraf has survived at
least two assassination attempts by
al-Qaida that were seen as increasing his willingness to authorize
operations against the Islamist
group and officials say they don't
expect Pakistan to abandon efforts
to contain or pursue al-Qaida.
"I don't think they're going to
step away from the counter-terrorism effort entirely," said the senior
U.S. intelligence official, who
spoke on condition of anonymity
because of the classified nature of
the subject. "It's a national security
issue for Pakistan."
The United States has provided
significant intelligence assistance
for Pakistan's pursuit of al-Qaida,
including the deployment of CIA
teams and Predator surveillance
drones.
Pakistan's central government
has never had substantial control
over the border region. Bin Laden
and other al-Qaida figures fled to
the rugged area after being flushed
from Afghanistan. U.S. officials
said the terrorist network was seen
as increasingly isolated and in a
financial crunch until Musharraf's
peace accord with the tribes last
fall.
Since then, U.S. intelligence
has tracked an influx of fighters
and funds into the region. And
counter-terrorism officials have
encountered a series of plots,
mostly in Europe, linked to alQaida and Taliban training camps
in Pakistan.
Authorities in Germany who disrupted an alleged bombing plot
this month said at least five of the
suspects had traveled to the tribal
regions of Waziristan to receive
training in the use of chemical
explosives and detonators. The
suspected German cell was rolled
up in part because U.S. intelligence had intercepted suspicious
communications between Pakistan
and the German city of Stuttgart.
"Without significant steps to
clear and hold territory within (the
tribal areas), I don't believe alQaida can be defeated or significantly weakened," said Jones, the
Rand Corp. expert. "Consequently,
the problem is likely to get worse
before it gets better."
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Student disgusted
with responses
I find myself rather disgusted
with some of the responses to the
inflammatory letter printed in The
Avion over the past weeks. To
those of you who took the time to
compose an intelligent argument
and present it without debasing
yourself, I applaud you. However,
there was at least one incident of
someone responding with a letter
that used the same sort of namecalling, stereotyping, and baseless
statements that they accused the
original author of using. Honestly,
I find this sort of behavior as
appalling as, perhaps even more
so than, the letter that sparked it.
As some have pointed out, this is
a prestigious university, and we
are supposedly training to become
educated, respected professionals
when we graduate. Professionals
are not supposed to make baseless
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Sgt. Slaughter wants you to write opinions.
Being informed and speaking your mind helps everyone to learn
and know more. And knowing is half the battle.

statements, ad-hominem attacks,
and other such nonsense. Flinging
insults is what I would expect
of my kid brother, not of a colleague.
To be frank, this is a university, not a zoo. We are intelligent
human beings, not chimpanzees
in a cage. Flinging feces at each
other is beneath us. Whatever you
want to say in your own home is
your own business. However, in a
public forum such as The Avion,
it would behoove each and every
one of us to conduct ourselves in
a civil and professional manner,
especially if we want others to
treat us as professionals. The only
ones here insulting this university
are the ones who stoop to screaming at each other over a newspaper
article.
~Wesley Tanis

Submit your opinions to avion.newsroom@
gmail.com and help out the real
American heroes. GOOOOO JOE.

The Avion asks: “What do you think ICI stands for?”

Student Forum

-Compiled by Bob Scheid and John W. Smith III

Michael Thompson
Freshman
Air Traffic Control

Conor Jacobs
Freshman
Mechanical Engineering

Wyatt Sinko
Freshman
Space Physics

Keith Johnson
Senior
Aerospace Engineering

Carlos Williams
Junior
Business

Ashley Roper
Freshman
Aerospace Engineering

“Intelligence Center Idiots.”

“I-something Center
I-something.”

“Instructional Center of the
Institute.”

“International City
Industrialists!”

“Incompetent Clapper
Ideas.”

“Instructional Center
Institute.”
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Kappa Alpha Psi
Mitchell Graves

Kappa Alpha Psi
Kappa Alpha Psi, a college
Fraternity, now comprised of functioning Undergraduate and Alumni
Chapters on major campuses and in
cities throughout the country, started with 10 men by the names of
Elder Watson Diggs, John Milton
Lee, Byron K. Armstrong, Guy Levis
Grant, Ezra D. Alexander, Henry T.
Asher, Marcus P. Blakemore, Paul W.
Caine, Edward G. Irvin and George
W. Edmonds. The night of January
5, 1911, on the campus of Indiana
University at Bloomington, Indiana,
these men sowed the seed of a fraternal tree whose fruit is available
to, and now enjoyed by, college men
everywhere, regardless of their color,
religion or national origin. Chartered
and incorporated originally under as
Kappa Alpha Nu on May 15, 1911,
the name was changed to Kappa
Alpha Psi on a resolution offered
and adopted at the Grand Chapter
in Dec. 1914. This change became
effective April 15, 1915, on a procla-

mation by the then Grand Polemarch,
Elder Watson Diggs. Thus, the name
acquired a distinctive Greek letter
symbol and Kappa Alpha Psi thereby
became a Greek letter Fraternity in
every sense of the designation.
The Xi Beta Chapter of Kappa
Alpha Psi was founded on March 3,
1985. The Xi Beta chapter started as
the Gamma Theta colony at Bethune
Cookman University. On Dec. 1,
1990, the Xi Beta Chapter was officially chartered at Embry-Riddle.
Kappa Alpha Psi was the first black
fraternity founded on the campus of
Embry-Riddle.
Kappa Alpha Psi’s national philanthropy is St. Jude Children’s
Research Medical Hospital. In the
spring, the Xi Beta Chapter participated in a phonathon with a local
radio station that was dedicated to
St. Jude. The chapter also participated in the Junior Achievement
elementary educational program with
Bonner Elementary. They also hosted
the Green and White Affair, the Ole
Skool Party, and the Get Leid party
this spring and summer. Kappa Alpha
Psi also put on several step shows this

spring. In July, several members of
the Xi Beta chapter attended Kappa
Alpha Psi’s national convention held
in Minnesota. At this conference,
Kappas from all over the country met
and voted on issues dealing with the
fraternity and made national connections. Xi Beta also attended the C.
Roger Wilson regional conference
last weekend in Tallahassee, where
brothers from the region convened
for official business and networking.
Recently, Kappa Alpha Psi has
graduated Andre White, fall 2003
initiate, in ATC; Jerome Brown, fall
2003 initiate, in ATC; and Michael
Cephus, fall 2006 initiate, in ATC.
Current members on campus include
Julio Restrepo, Revo Reynolds,
Mitchell Graves, Rafael Patrick, and
Aaron Fuquay.
In the fall, the Xi Beta chapter plans
to host a date auction with proceeds
going to St. Jude on Oct. 19. There
will also be party on Oct. 26. More
information on these events will be
coming out soon. They will also participate in Black History Month and
collaborate with Alpha Phi Alpha on
events in the spring.
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Up ‘til Dawn preview
Kate Cormier
Up ‘til Dawn

Come one, come all to the Up ‘til
Dawn letter writing party on Oct. 9
on the student center flight deck!
So maybe you are asking yourself,
what is a letter writing party or
maybe you are asking yourself,
what is Up ‘til Dawn? Up ‘til Dawn
is an organization here on campus
that raises money all year long
for St. Jude Children’s Research
Hospital in Memphis, Tenn..
St. Jude is a research hospital
where all of the families whose children are being treated do not pay a
penny. The hospital’s daily operating costs are about $1,027,832.

This is all primarily covered by
public contributions.
So how can you contribute? One
way that you can contribute without opening your wallet (which
we all like to hear as college students) is to attend the letter writing
party. This is where you make that
phone call home, ask mom for the
Christmas card list, and you start
writing letters to all of your family
and friends. If you write 50 letters,
that can turn into around $500!
Now think if you brought a group
of maybe 10 friends to the party
and you each wrote 50 letters? That
is $5,000! You are not even opening your wallet and you are saving
kids’ lives. I hope to see you all
at the letter writing party on Oct.

9 and if you have any questions
before then do not hesitate to contact me at kate.cormier@erau.edu
Just remember, it’s for the kids.

SAE welcomes new pledges
Stephen Fisher
SAE
SAE came back to school ready
to recruit. The chapter welcomes
the 30 members of pledge class
Omega.
In addition to the pledges, the
chapter welcomes Chad Curtis, our

brother from another mother. Chad
comes to us from the Alaska Alpha
chapter and is already proving him
self to be a solid gentlemen. He has
full-heartedly become part of the
chapter and its social life. You could
say he was the life of the party at the
DX toga party.
The fraternity has also appointed
a new head football coach due to
Advertisement

the lack of a previous coach. Tony
Gugliuzza, a small time comedian
commonly known as “Gugz,” will
be taking the reigns and attempting
to lead the SAE flag football team
to a successful season. He will be
assisted by Sean Foxen, “Tweek,”
as defensive coordinator. It should
be at least an entertaining year, if
not a good one.
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Army ROTC has heart
Kyle Tomasino
Army ROTC

This fall, Embry-Riddle’s Army
ROTC Eagle Battalion undertook
the important mission of collecting money for the Volusia/Flagler
county heart walk from their commander, Lt. Col. Schaefer. The
walk is sponsored by the American
Heart Association. So far, the
Eagle Battalion has collected over
$7,000 from its 170 members, of
whom the majority is Army ROTC
cadets.
The Eagle Battalion is representing the ROTC and Arts and
Sciences department from EmbryRiddle and is the leader in donations collected out of all other
groups. The Eagle Battalion has
collected money by means of taking general donations from friends
and family of cadets. Additionally,
the privilege to throw a pie in the

face of the commanding
officer, Lt.Col. Schaefer,
and other officers within Army ROTC was
auctioned off to obtain
supplementary donations. Within the course
of the one-day auction,
the cadets of the Eagle
Battalion raised over
$1,300 dollars.
The Heart Walk will
take place at the Daytona
Beach Band Shell on
Sept. 28 at 6 p.m. The
cadets of Army ROTC
will be in full attendance to proudly represent Embry-Riddle. For
more information on the
heart walk and how to
donate visit
http://volusiaflaglerheartwalk.kintera.org,
and look for the Army
ROTC donation page.
Advertisement
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SGA Funding

SGA Budget Fall 2007

If you consult the bottom pie
chart, the club funding has been
Vice President
partitioned into 10 separate interest
groups to better help you underIn an effort to maintain visibility stand where the club money goes.
and information sharing the SGA
The last large portion of the SGA
would like to inform the student budget falls under initial expendibody as to how the SGA budget is tures. This is the most diverse of
comprised, as well as how it is used the sections and includes many facto aid the students and university.
ets of SGA finances Initial expendiI have always maintained that the tures contain one time purchases or
130 plus clubs and organizations items that benefit the student body;
at Embry-Riddle are truly what such things as rent, to which the
make this university great.
university is payed just
Nothing is as important
over $1,000 a semester
as the gift of opportunity
for the use of the SGA
and these numerous orgaoffice each semester.
nizations provide EmbryInitial expenditures also
Riddle with an unlimited
includes such items as
amount.
telephone usage, printing,
The SGA budget is a
shipping, postage, equiprelatively simple concept
ment leases, computer
on paper, you simply take
equipment, and general
the number registered as
office supplies totalling
Ryan
undergraduate students at
$9,500. SGA travel, banHattan
the university and multiquets and forums, such
ply that number by the Vice President as the respective college
$88 SGA fee. Thus is
forums with speakers each
generated the semesterly
semester total $5,500.
budget of the SGA. This budget is Another approximately $8,000 is
the direct responsibiliy of the SGA used each semester for incentives
treasurer, Natalie Anaya, and the for the staff of the various branches
Finance Board.
and divisions.
Aside, are two pie charts derived
Also falling under initial expenfrom the fall 2007 SGA budget.. ditures is a devotion of $40,000
The budget is initially broken into each semester from which the Safe
initial expenditures, divisions, and Ride program and the expenses
clubs.
of the coffee machine in the SGA
The division expenditures are the office are funded.
accumulated prices of semesterly
If you have any concerns, comfunctions such as weekly printing ments, or suggestions concernof The Avion, large entertainment ing this information, or that of
productions put on by Touch-N-Go the spring budget, please feel
and equipment and operating costs free to share your idea with Ryan
of Eagles FM radio.
Hattan at sgavpres@erau.edu or
As for club funding, each semes- Natalie Anaya at sgatres@erau.edu.
ter the SGA treasurer and Finance Representatives are also availabe to
Board are responsible for subsidiz- attend your meetings, we will be in
ing recognized clubs of the univer- contact with each club and organisity. Each club submits a proposal zation soon with more information.
of requested funds and then petiI hope that this has been an
tions the Finance Board for funds. important and educational piece of
The Finance Board then holds a information. It is our hope to keep
session in which they decide how you informed on how your student
best to dispurse the funds based on government functions, especially
need, merit, activities, club fund in regards to where your SGA fee
raising efforts and a variety of other goes, all in an effort to “Drive the
criteria.
change and set the standard.”
Ryan Hattan

THE CHARTS ABOVE REPRESENT the breakdown of the fall 2007 SGA budget. The upper most chart is the overall breakdown of the SGA budget. The lower chart is funding allocated to student organizations by the Student Finance Board for the fall
semester.

Budget Allocation Feed
Back Form
1 being the worst 5 being the best

1. SGA Front Desk Check-In
1
2
3
4
5
2. Budget Presentation Process
1
2
3
4
5
3. Amount of time allotted for presentation
1
2
3
4
5
4.Did you feel you were welcomed by
the SFB
1
2
3
4
5
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SGA welcomes new SRB members
Corrine Borsman

Student Representative
After a long and rigorous interview
process your Student Government
Association is proud to announce the
following newly elected members of
the Student Representative Board,
Andrew Pearsons for the Aviation
Maintenance Science Program,
Ricky Tyner for the College of
Aviation, and Bojan Milenkovic,
Harshad Lalan, Patrick Coleman,

and Clinton Carter for the College of
Engineering. These members demonstrated excellent assets in leadership, dedication and the drive to
make a difference. The new representative selections were difficult
for the Student Representative Board
due to the fact that each candidate
was extremely qualified and more
importantly, very enthusiastic about
becoming a member of the Student
Government Association.
Nate Mulder, the Chair of the
Vacancy Committee stated after the

interview process, “When I took the
job as vacancy chair I didn’t know it
would be that hard to narrow down
the candidates from 48 to 6. I would
personally like to thank all the candidates that applied. Your professionalism and enthusiasm made our
decisions extremely difficult. I hope
each of you to still get involved in
SGA because I feel we can greatly
benefit from your help.”
The Student Representative Board
would like to thank all the individuals
who applied for the vacancy positions

and share our sincere congratulations
to the newly elected representatives.
We are very eager to begin working
with you on the Board.
If any student would like to participate in the Student Government
Association, we encourage you to
participate in one of our committees.
For more information on committee
meeting times, please stop into the
SGA office. We will again be seeking
new members of the Representative
Board at the beginning of the Spring
2008 semester.

Get involved, attend a meeting
September
Sunday

Monday
24

Tuesday
25
Student
Representative
Board Meeting

Wednesday
26
Flight Line
Committee
3:30 p.m. SGA
Office

Thursday
27

Friday
28

Saturday
29

12:45 p.m.

What do you like about the process?
_______________________________
_______________________________
____________________________
How can the SFB Improve?
_______________________________
_____________________________
Please return this form to the SGA office and we look
forward to your feedback

Endeavor
Conference
Room - Student
Center

Environmental
Awareness
Committee
(EAC)
5 p.m. SGA
Office

October

30
Environmental
Awareness
Committee
(EAC)
Adopt-a-Road
Clean-up
Meet at the
SGA office at 8
a.m.

1

2

3

Progress
Committee
Meeting

Student
Representative
Board Meeting

5:40 p.m.
SGA Office

12:45 p.m.
Endeavor
Conference
Room - Student
Center

Flight Line
Committee
3:30 p.m. SGA
Office
Environmental
Awareness
Committee
5 p.m. SGA
Office

4

5
6
First Friday
Program.
Community
Service:
Campus
Cleanup Stop
by the SGA
Office
8 a.m. - 4:30
p.m.
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Wheels up for greener skies
First A380 flies with
Princeton
disappointed customers shoots for bioSingapore
Airlines flies
the A380,
some airports
unhappy
Mayank Kumar

Guest Reporter
Singapore Airlines, the world’s
first
carrier
to fly the
A380,
h a s
released
its configuration plans
for its model of
the superjumbo jet.
Air Transport World notes the
airline had previously announced
its planned capacity to seat 471 passengers but now has offered more
details. In a press release, Singapore
says its A380s will be configured
with “12 Singapore Airlines Suites
(on the main deck), 60 Business
Class (on the upper deck) and 399
Economy Class seats (on both
decks).”
Singapore adds that its businessand coach-class cabin products are

modeled on those launched in late
2006 on its Boeing 777-300ER
aircraft. The carrier adds its new
Singapore Airlines Suites “will be
unveiled at the delivery of the A380
in October, and will feature the
ultimate in-flight luxury, in a class
beyond First.”
Flightglobal.com has posted
images of Singapore’s A380 layout
on its website. The images show
that “there are four main cabins
on the main deck of the aircraft,
with “Suites” class at the front and
three economy cabins with 311 seats
stretching to the rear in 3-4-3 configuration. A major portion of the upper
deck is filled with the 60 business
class seats in 1-2-1 configuration in
two cabins, followed by 88 economy seats, most of them in
2-4-2 configura-

ration to seat 471 passengers is
nowhere near the Airbus recommended 525 seats. It also does not
fall in the category of the report
by Centre for Asia Pacific Aviation
which stated the average seating of
A380s to be 503.
This reduced seating has made
airports unhappy because they have
spent millions on terminal upgrades
to cater the gigantic A380s and they
feel that they will not receive the
initial return that was expected due
to lower than expected number of
passengers onboard.
To make comparison clearer, the
average seating of A380 is only
20percent passengers more than
B747-400, which does not match to
Airbus’s initial boasting of accommodating approximately
4 0
percent
more than
the 747-400.
Looking at the
extremely heavy
$900
million amount
that Heathrow
alone
spent
on upgrading

tion.”
But
Singapore
Airlines’ seat configu-

Terminal 3, the chances of a speedy
financial recovery for the
airports are remote.

friendly jet
fuels

Mayank Kumar

Guest Reporter
A Princeton University professor of Mechanical and Aerospace
Engineering is currently working
on two projects that could facilitate in reducing a jet plane’s contribution to global warming.
With future energy benefits in
mind, Prof. Fred Dryer and his
team is working on projects which
involve development of innovative
energy sources while also trying
to advance the basic knowledge of
jet fuels.
“In order to make alternative jet
fuel sources feasible, they need to
be compatible with petroleum and
produce similar combustion performance,” Dryer told Princeton
reporters. “This will only be possible if we fully understand how both
petroleum and alternative fuels
burn and design engines based on
this fundamental knowledge.”
Dryer’s first project is focused
mainly on the development of computational and kinetic models that
efficiently and accurately simulate
jet fuel combustion. This project is
funded by the US Air Force.
The Air Force program is one of
the Defense Department’s highly

competitive Multi-disciplinary
University Research Initiative
(MURI) grants. One of only 10
such projects supported by the
Air Force this year, the collaboration involves researchers from
four universities-- Princeton,
Case Western Reserve University,
Pennsylvania State University and
the University of Illinois-Chicago.
The award will provide support
for three years, with the option of
a two-year extension. It is worth
an overall value of up to $7.5
million. Research began in July
and the next meeting for the project is scheduled for Sept. 17 in
Princeton.
According to the U.S. Department
of Transportation, aviation is

“

... we need to be
sure that alternative fuel sources
are going to work
-FRED DRYER

”

responsible for around 10 percent
of the greenhouse gas emissions
from transportation in the nation,
or roughly 2.7 percent of the country’s total greenhouse gas emissions. This project can greatly help
reduce these numbers.
The second project is pointed
towards the development of jet
fuels with almost zero net greenhouse gas emissions and is funded
by NetJets, which is a top ranked

business jet provider.
“The composition of fuels changes with the geographic source, the
refining process and even with the
season,” Dryer noted. “Since we
have an energy security problem,
we need to be sure that alternative fuel sources are going to
work and, in order to do that, we
need to understand exactly how
petroleum-based fuels work alone
and in combination with alternative fuels.”
As coal and biomass, the two
alternatives, present major problems with regard to greenhouse
emissions and land-use respectively, Dryer’s team is working
towards combining coal and biomass to prepare the ultimate fuel.
A main component in the procedure is carbon-capture and sequestration, which is the isolation and
storage of the CO2 emitted during
the production of the synfuel. This
strategy is a pretty strong one and
is being investigated intensively
by the Carbon Mitigation Initiative
at Princeton.
Robert Williams, who is a
senior researcher at Princeton’s
Environmental Institute, said that
the fascinating thing about producing the synfuel of coal and biomass
is that only half of the biomaterial
needs to be pure for the production
and the end result will still be a
near-zero greenhouse gas emitting
fuel.
“There is no doubt that developing feasible alternatives to
petroleum for the aviation industry will be a long and expensive
process,” Dryer said. “And success, in the form of an enduring
solution, will be priceless.”

Third SAS Q400 crash caused by broken bolt
Bombardier’s
“
third landing
gear failure
this year
Anthony Puppo

Guest Reporter
On Sunday, Sept. 9, Scandinavian
Airlines flight 1209 crashed in
Aalborg, Denmark. The de Havilland

Canada Dash-8 crashed due to landing gear failure, which was the second accident by SAS this month. A
corroded landing gear bolt was cited
as the cause for the incident that lead
to Bombardier’s grounding of over
60 Dash-8 aircraft.
According to the Danish Civil
Aviation Administration’s report, the
SLV, the bolt shook loose upon touchdown due to rust on the bolt’s threads.
All of the 73 passengers aboard were
evacuated unscathed but, Bombardier
did make an announcement that
urged carriers to ground all Dash-8
aircraft with more than 10,000 takeoff and landings. The nut and bolt

were essential to the locking mechanism for the starboard landing gear,
and therefore caused it to collapse.
The SLV did not address in particular why this happened. Thorbjoern
Ancker, a spokesman for the Danish
Civil Aviation Administration told
the Herald Tribune, Bombardier’s
instruction manual did not require
operators to disassemble the landing
gear and inspect the bolt.
The cause of the accident should
be viewed as “construction-related’’ and not the fault of the airline,
which “didn’t make any mistakes.”
A spokesman for Bombardier denied
commenting on their findings, tell-

... it’s too early to
say when they will
return to service.
-HANS OLLOGREN

”

ing reporters to wait until the final
report was published on the accident.
The plane maker released details
from the inspection manual that is

used by Goodrich and Bombardier.
“SAS will borrow aircraft from
other carriers and its own units,
including Madrid-based Spanair, as
replacements,” Stockholm-based
spokesman Hans Ollongren told
Bloomberg.com “while inspections
on the Q400s are being carried out,
it’s too early to say when they will
return to service.” As a result of
these incidents, Bombardier shares
fell 9 cents, or 1.4 percent. SAS
Group, the Stockholm-based owner
of Scandinavian Airlines, fell 1.9
percent. Their shares have dropped
27 percent in six weeks, which nearly wiped out this year’s earnings.
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Dawn finally nears for asteroid mission
Robert Keith

Staff Reporter
Research concerning our own solar
system has long been a daunting
task for the scientific community.
However, the Dawn project hopes
to unravel some of the mysteries
that have evaded them for so long.
Traveling a distance of 3.2 billion
miles over the next eight years, Dawn
will visit two locations that hold
evidence for unanswered questions
about the origins of our solar system:
protoplanets Vesta and Ceres, residing
within the asteroid belt.
Slated to lift off Thursday (as of
press time Sunday), the launch window opens at 7:20 a.m. and Dawn
hopes to be well on its way when the
window closes at 7:49 a.m. Sitting
atop the Boeing-built Delta 2-Heavy
launch system on pad 17-B at Cape
Canaveral Air Force Station, the
Dawn team anticipates a successful
launch. Through years of setbacks,
complications, and cancellations the
team has persevered to bring the project to fruition.
“From here, the only way to go is
up,” said Keyur Patel, Dawn project manager at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory in Pasadena, Calif., in a
press release. “We are looking forward to putting some space between
Dawn and Mother Earth and making
some space history.”

It will be the first spacecraft to enter
the orbit of two separate celestial
bodies on one mission; previous craft
have simply utilized gravitational
fields to further their trajectory and,
as a result, have only studied multiple objects in passing. Upon leaving
Earth’s gravitational field, Dawn will
utilize three ion engines that will
guide it to Mars’ gravitational field in
March 2009 which will assist the craft
to its first orbital target of Vesta, with
an arrival date of October 2011.
Vesta, residing in the Inner Main
Belt, is a V-type asteroid, the largest
on record. The asteroid has already
been an object of study for scientists,
who have analyzed more than 200
HED meteorites which are thought
to have originated from Vesta as a
result of collisions with other asteroids throughout its life. After several
months in the orbit of Vesta, Dawn
will depart and head for its final destination, Ceres, with an arrival date of
February, 2015.
Ceres is technically classified as
a dwarf planet now, the smallest in
the solar system, and has been the
object of much speculation due to its
size. It mass is sufficient enough that
the dwarf planet sustains a spherical
shape, as opposed to the irregular
shapes that smaller asteroids hold.
Its classification has changed many
times over its known existence; starting as a planet in 1801, then being
reclassified as an asteroid around

1850, and finally a dwarf planet as
of 2006. It is thought that Ceres may
contain water within its crust, making
it a prime target for study of the early
solar system’s development.
“Dawn is also a journey back in
time,” Chris Russell, the scientist
leading the mission, said on the UCLA
website. “Ceres and Vesta have been
altered much less than other bodies.
The Earth is changing all the time;
the Earth hides its history, but we
believe that Ceres and Vesta, formed
more than 4.6 billion years ago, have
preserved their early record. They’re
revealing information that was frozen
into their ancient surfaces.”
The Dawn spacecraft will carry
instrumentation, such as a high resolution camera, a visual and infrared spectrometer, and a gamma-ray/
neutron detector. These instruments,
along with many others, will be used
to analyze the characteristics of both
protoplanets in the hopes of gaining
a better understanding of their respective formations.
The two specific bodies were
chosen because of their contrasting characteristics within a similar
region; Vesta, a rocky “dry” asteroid
and Ceres, a “wet” dwarf planet.
Information gathered by the Dawn
mission may help explain why our
solar system formed as it is. It may
also open doors to many more questions with many more answers to be
sought out in future endeavors.

Viewing the Dawn launch ... at dawn
As of press time Sunday, the launch of the Dawn spacecraft aboard a 13-story Delta 2-Heavy rocket (one with
slightly larger solid rocket boosters than a regular Delta 2) was set to occur on Thursday morning at 7:20:00 a.m.
EDT. This is 7 minutes after local sunrise. The launch window stretches 29 minutes to 7:49:00 a.m. EDT. Should
the launch slip, the opening of the window will get five to six minutes earlier per day (7:14 a.m. Friday. 7:09
Saturday, 7:03 Sunday) but the window will always be 29 minutes in duration.
Up to the minute updates on the launch are available at SpaceflightNow.com’s “mission status center” and you
should check here before leaving to ensure the launch is still on time. The official Air Force launch weather forecast as of Sunday was favorable with just a 30 percent chance of violating weather constraints..

PHOTO COURTESY NASA

DAWN IS ENCAPSULATED INSIDE the payload fairing of the 13-story Delta 2-Heavy rocket late last week.
Riding atop about one million pounds of thrust, the three-stage vehicle will propel Dawn on its way to the
asteroid belt this week. As of Sunday, launch was set for Thursday morning at 7:20 a.m.

Viewing of Delta 2 launches are best conducted from the Jetty Park pier, which at just 2.9 miles from Pad 17B
is the closest public rocket viewing location for any launch. The 1200-foot pier can hold a couple thousand people,
so you should leave no later than about 5:15 a.m. to secure a good spot at the end of the pier; the drive takes about
70 minutes.
Directions: Take I-95 south 55 miles to Exit 205 (The Beachline, Rt. 528) EAST towards “Canaveral: CapePort-AFS.” Stay on for about 15 miles. There are two exits for Port Canaveral; the first is a big blue sign marked
terminal A and the second is a big green sign marked terminal B. Take the second exit, the GREEN sign for B/
South terminals. Go left at the light on the exit ramp. You are now on George King Blvd. Take this road to the
end, which is the entrance to Jetty Park. There is a $5 cash parking fee.
Park, and walk to the very end of the pier for the best view, where trees no longer block the rocket and pad.
If you have a scanner, you can listen to a relay of the NASA TV broadcast countdown on 146.9400.
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Shuttle launch target is NASA plans debut of next
unchanged after leak fix astronaut class for 2009
Aaron Maus

Guest Reporter
NASA is now accepting applications for the next generation of astronauts. The astronaut candidate class of
2009 will be the astronauts to fly to the
ISS and even fly to the Moon aboard
the future ORION Crew Exploration
Vehicles.
Applications for the 2009 Astronauts
Candidate Class will be accepted by
NASA until July 1, 2008. The requirements for consideration for NASA’s

astronaut corps are a bachelor’s degree
in engineering, science or mathematics, and at least three years relevant
professional experience, according to
the agency.
Educators are also encouraged to
apply. Teacher’s from kindergarten
to the 12th grade level are considered
qualified according to NASA officials.
Out of 91 astronauts, four are educator
astronauts. The first educator astronaut to fly in space, Barbara Morgan,
completed her first mission this past
August aboard Endeavour’s STS-118
mission.

After the lengthy six-month interview and evaluation process, NASA
will announce the new astronauts in
early 2009. After being selected, “They
would begin duty at the Johnson Space
Center in August 2009,” said NASA
Spokesperson Katherine Trinidad. At
Johnson Space Center, the astronaut
candidates complete training to prepare them for their flights to the ISS
and to the Moon.
This astronaut class will be the first
since 2004 when 11 new astronauts,
three of which educator astronauts,
joined NASA’s space flying ranks.

Selene flight proceeds nominally
Bob Scheid

Chief Copy Editor

PHOTO COUTESY NASA

THE NODE 2 MODULE, now named “Harmony,” was placed into the shuttle payload transportation canister
inside the Space Station Processing Facility last week for transportation out to Launch Pad 39A. Harmony
will be loaded into Discovery’s payload bay after it arrives on the pad Sept. 30. Launch is set Oct. 23.
Aaron Maus

Guest Reporter
Following the replacement of
leaky hydraulic seals in Space Shuttle
Discovery’s right main landing gear,
Discovery’s upcoming launch date
of Oct. 23 remains on track.
These hydraulics on the landing
gear struts serve as shock absorbers
upon landing. The leak was discovered on Thursday, Sept. 13th during tests of Discovery’s weight and
center of gravity in OPF-3 (Orbiter
Processing Facility). After failure to
seal the leak, the decision was made
to replace hydraulic seals. This decision caused worry over the ability to
meet Oct. 23 launch date. The procedure to replace the hydraulic seals
was planned to take several days.
Quick work by United Space
Alliance Engineers and technicians,

assisted by a team from Goodrich,
saved the launch date. They completed replacement process in one
morning. Now, even though the
rollover to the Vehicle Assembly
Building (VAB) was five days late
(having finally occurred this past
Sunday), there is still one contingency day left and launch on Oct. 23
remains as planned.
At the VAB, Discovery will be
mated to its external fuel tank and
solid rocket boosters. The rollout to
Pad 39A in preparation for launch is
targeted for Sept. 30.
STS-120, commanded by veteran astronaut Pamela Melroy, will
deliver a connecting node, dubbed
Harmony, to the ISS. This node will
serve as a hub for the attachment of
future international laboratories to
the space station. Melroy and her
crew will perform five spacewalks
to attach Harmony to the ISS and to

relocate a segment of an old solar
array to the port-most edge of the
space station. The mission will last
14 days. The launch date and time
is planned for Oct. 23 at 11:38 a.m.
from Pad 39A.
The following Atlantis mission,
STS-122, also remains on track
for launch on Dec. 6. According to
information obtained by the space
news website NASAspaceflight.
com, “The only timeline constraint
relates to the stacking of the boosters and ET-125, which will be carried out in High Bay 3 at the same
time as Discovery is stacked in the
next door High Bay 1,” but this constraint poses no problem to the Dec.
6 launch date.
As shuttle manager Wayne Hale
noted, “[it] appears we are back on
track for STS-120 launch on Oct. 23
and STS-122 launch on Dec. 6. This
is a busy but great time.”

The SELENE spacecraft continues to operate normally and has
completed several initial steps in its
yearlong mission to study the moon,
the Japanese Aerospace Exploration
Agency (JAXA) reported last week.
After its successful launch on the
14th, the three-ton spacecraft was

injected into a highly-elliptical orbit
around Earth, a kind of holding pattern
until the moon passed into position for
the lunar transitional orbit insertion.
JAXA’s H-2A rocket performed as
expected, and, after a small orbitinsertion correction put SELENE into
the 10 day holding pattern, a second
orbit adjustment took place on Friday,
Sept. 21.
In the next several weeks, the
spacecraft will coast in its orbit and,

following a third delta-v maneuver,
finally arrive in a polar orbit around
the moon. Two months of calibration, including the deployment of two
smaller satellites into separate orbits,
will collect preliminary data and give
the spacecraft a shakedown.
Ten months of detailed observations
are scheduled to follow, covering the
entire moon at least once. If the probe
operates as expected, the mission may
be extended.

Delta 2 scores success on
60th anniversary of USAF
Ben Cooper

Space Technology Editor
There is a new bar for the U.S.
launch industry following the successful deployment of a commercial
Earth-imaging satellite aboard a Delta
2 rocket from Vandenberg Air Force
Base, Calif., last week.
The 75th consecutive success for
the Delta 2 launch vehicle came on
Sept. 18 at 11:35 a.m. PDT. It was the
same day the United States Air Force
celebrated the 60th anniversary of its
founding in 1947.
Launched by the military branch
from the United States’ polar-orbit

Advertisement

launch site on the country’s west
coast, the WorldView satellite will
provide the highest resolution imagery
yet attained by a commercial imaging
satellite.
Placed into its approximately 300mile-high orbit for the DigitalGlobe
company, WorldView’s 0.5 meter
(19.7 inch) resolution imagery will
be implemented into public programs
such as GoogleEarth for millions of
users around the world to take advantage of. The U.S. government has
also expressed interest in using the
images.
The 75th straight success for Delta
2 passed a mark of 74 set by the nowretired European Ariane 4, and is being

recognized as the modern record for
any launcher. The only longer string
of successful missions is believed to
have been scored by Russian boosters, including the Tsyklon 2 which
debuted in the 1960s.
The Delta 2 first flew in 1989
and has now flown 130 missions, of
which there was one complete failure when the vehicle exploded over
Cape Canaveral on Jan. 17, 1997 just
seconds after liftoff. Another Delta 2
failed to shed one of its spent solid
rocket boosters, adding extra weight
and resulting in a lower than expected
orbit in 1995. Delta 2’s next launch
is slated for this week, with NASA’s
Dawn asteroid exploration mission.

Zombie trilogy possesses hair-raising effects

Resident Evil: Extinction

Cassie Jameson
Guest Reporter

Be advised: when going to see “Resident
Evil: Extinction,” spare yourselves the headache and urge to seizure; don’t sit in the
front row. With quick moving scenes,
and startling visuals, this film keeps you
on the edge of your seat. Milla Jovovich
once again brings Alice, now biogenetically altered, to untouchable life in the
film. After being subject to experimentation in the previous films by the Umbrella
Corporation, Alice now possesses superhuman strengths. However, she is no longer
allowing herself to be used by Dr. Isaacs,
a work obsessed scientist, employed by
the Umbrella Corporation. Little does she
know, her superhuman powers will be essential for the survival of others.

Since escaping the facility, Alice has been
evading satellites, and hiding from the living as well as the undead, in the deserts
of Nevada. The T-virus that once resided
underground in a genetic laboratory of the
Umbrella Corporation has spread like wildfire since the Red Queen supercomputer was
unable to contain the infection. Within the
past few years, populations have been disfigured into virtually brain-dead, flesh-craving
zombies. The virus slowly but surely left the
earth a wasteland; numbers that evaded the
virus also began to diminish.
Had you been in the predicament of avoiding the infected people, you might want to
stay clear of big cities. There, at first only a
few would be drawn to you, then hundreds,
even thousands of the digitally enhanced
zombie figures would chase you down Main
street. Now that the virus had consumed the
special military forces, the only safeguards
left for the remaining survivors were constant movement, and a company of brave
people.
Ali Larter, who plays the witty and strong
Claire Redfield, is the head of “Claire’s
Convoy.” Like those who also wish to survive, Claire along with her other associates,
stay on the move and scour deserted small
towns for survivors. Leading with a trippedout yellow Hummer and a school bus with
metal spurs shooting out of the hubcaps,
Claire and her team coincidentally meet up
with Alice.
Alice’s telekinetic powers are greatly
evolving and intensifying. After saving
the convoy from a most painful fate, she
and Claire talk of a possible isolated area,
an area untouched by the T-virus. With the
“chance of their being survivors,” Claire
and Alice lead the convoy on a long trip in
the hope of a miracle. Alice however, is
identified via satellite by Dr. Isaacs. Isaacs
decides to go after her, despite his superior’s
refusal of approval.

Now with an unauthorized strike team
on her tail, Alice breaks out the brainpower
and overrides the satellite frequency which
happens to be tracking and controlling her.
Once again out of their grasp, Alice goes
in search of the Umbrella Corporation’s
location, eventually finding it. Surrounding
the complex are several thousand zombies.
Using dynamite and an oil tanker, Alice
makes a divine entrance, and sends Claire
and the other survivors up in a helicopter
heading for the untouched area. Meanwhile,
Alice decides it’s time for some well earned
butt kicking (she is referred to as “Ass
Kicking Alice” in the novel). Several hundred meters below a Nevada desert, Alice
prepares herself as the elevator doors open
into the darkened corridor of the Umbrella
Corporation secret underground facility.
Greeted by the White Queen (sister supercomputer to the homicidal Red Queen), Alice
is informed of the chaos which has taken
place below. Dr. Isaacs, now more eccentric
than ever, has been morphed into an almost
immortal creature. Also, it has come to Alice’s
knowledge that she (more specifically her
blood) is the cure for the T-Virus. If that
isn’t farfetched enough, Alice also telepathically communicates with one of her several
hundred clones.
Overall, those who did not see the first
two films will end up being rather confused throughout a good portion of the
movie. If you have an uneasy stomach, much of the scenes are graphic, it
wouldn’t be wise to watch it. At student
rate, paying seven bucks to see more or
less a preview of the next film, is partially
worth
it,
depending
on
whether you enjoy the video game or not.
Ending too soon, the film drops off at
a
rather
predictable
conclusion:
there has to be a fourth. You can only
film so many zombie movies; hopefully
there isn’t a fifth.
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Editor’s Top Picks
Watch something new this fall that will keep you coming back for more

Heroes
Sept. 24, 9/8c
on NBC

Carpoolers
Oct. 2, 8:30/7:30c
on ABC

Bionic Woman
Sept. 26, 9/8c
on NBC

How I Met Your Mother
Sept. 24, 8/7c
on CBS

When in Rome: Minneapolis
Nicole Fossum

Guest Reporter
When thinking of exciting cities,
Minneapolis may not be one of the first
to come to mind. Filled with distinctive
restaurants, unique boutiques and adventures that cannot be found elsewhere, it is
definitely worth the trip.
During the day, downtown Minneapolis
could be seen as any other city with congested traffic and busy people, but once
the sun goes down it springs to life. The
Dakota Jazz Club & Restaurant is a local
secret. Never as packed as many of the
neighboring venues, it has excellent atmosphere and boasts live musicians every
night. Matt’s Bar is located not far away
and has the best burgers in town with a
small-town feel. Nicollet Mall is a long
strip of upper-class stores. It’s famous
not only for the shopping, but also for the
statue of Mary Tyler Moore that captures
the scene in her show’s credits where she
tosses her hat.
Uptown is the southern portion of the
city and is often labeled the “trendy” area
of Minneapolis. Chino Latino is a popular
restaurant offering an inimitable blend
of Mexican and Asian food. The dinning
experience here is unforgettable, no mat-

ter if you order the guinea pig or mingle
with the classy yet relaxed crowd that
gathers daily. Just across the street is the
ever traditional Famous Dave’s. During
the day it is an ordinary grill, but Tuesday
nights, Dave’s plays host to a live Latin
band, open dance floor, and even offers
free salsa lessons.
If seeing the sights sound appealing, be
sure to stop at the Minneapolis Sculpture
Gardens. The ever-photographed giant
spoon and cherry sculpture in located
in the center of the gardens and makes
for some fun pictures. The Friday Night
Dinner Cruise aboard the Minneapolis
Queen Paddlewheel is a fun way to get
a different view of the city from the
Mississippi River.
The University of Minnesota
is located on the outskirts of the city
and plays hosts to several of its own
concerts and events open to the public.
Stop at the Big Ten restaurant to sample
their subs, or head over to Sally’s Place
where the taps are always flowing.
No matter what the interest,
Minneapolis has something to fulfill the
need. Fly into Minneapolis-Saint Paul
I n t e r n a t i o n a l
Airport or make the long drive up 94 and
you’ll find yourself in the heart of a city
unlike any other.

The Office
Sept. 27, 9/8c
on NBC

Cavemen
Oct. 2, 8/7c
on ABC

Pushing Daisies
Oct. 7, 8/7c
on ABC

Private Practice
Sept. 26, 9/8c
on ABC

A small pie shop owner,
Ned (Lee Pace) is gifted
with the touch of life as he
brings people
back to life to name
their killers. Forced into
bringing the love of his life
back into his life, he may
never be able to touch her.
Coming from the creators
of the award winning
“Greys Anatomy” comes
another medical spinoff.
Twisted by fate and their
love lives, these doctors find
themselves saving more
than just lives. Enjoy this
witty suspensful drama.

An evening without clothes is fun for all
usually a good sign of the laughter to come.
Not only was the show hilarious, but the
live entertainment and energy the actors
provided also delighted the audience from

Don’t Dress for Dinner

Jordan Clancy

Staff Reporter
Normally when attending a play, nationally or locally known, it isn’t likely one
would walk away from the night’s production with a lesson learned. Having recently
viewed Daytona Playhouse’s “Don’t Dress
For Dinner,” I came to the conclusion that
laughter before the red curtain goes up is

PHOTO COURTESY DAYTONA PLAYHOUSE

start to finish.
There is something different about live
entertainment and the excitement of getting lost in a twisted plot unfolding before
your eyes. Once the lights dimmed and the

curtain rose the laughs flowed freely. The
humor and elaborate plot that the story line
followed reminded this reporter of a hand
full of strings. Imagine six strings laid out
before you untangled. As the play progressed, the strings (actors) became more
tangled with each other and bound together
by stories and humorous lies told one after
another. But in the end, without being cut,
the strings untangled themselves as effortlessly as they came together, with more
stories and humorous lies.
One of the most enjoyable things this
reporter experienced was the classy atmosphere provided for the audience in the
Daytona Playhouse’ theatre. The Playhouse’s
décor allowed the audience to forget about
their week’s troubles and laugh the night
away, enjoying a world-class performance
in a local setting.
The Playhouse, a not-for-profit organization, has been entertaining audiences since
1946. Operating purely on ticket sales and
donations, the Playhouse always provides
the perfect volunteer opportunities for local
college students and organizations. “Don’t
Dress For Dinner” was Daytona Playhouses’
first production of the 2006-2007 season.
“Dark Rituals,” an action packed thriller and the Playhouse’ second performance
and will be showing October 19-20 and
25-28. For times and ticket info, visit the
Playhouse’s website at www.daytonaplayhouse.org, but please no, flash photography
is allowed.
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SUDOKU

SIMPLE

INTERMEDIATE

INTERMEDIATE

DIFFICULT

Ring, ring, ring, goes the telephone
ACROSS
1 Austin novel
5 Workers
10 Supersonic transport (abbr.)
13 Glide
14 “To __ Mockingbird” (2 wds.)
15 Large flat-bottomed boat
16 Telephone sound
17 Colder
18 Opp. of false
19 American College of Physicians (abbr.)
21 People from Faero Islands
23 Tail wiggle
26 ___-Wan Kenobi
28 Partly frozen rain
29 Personalizable sound made by a cellphone to
announce that is call is coming in
32 Bread’s birthplace
33 Cheese in a red jacket
34 Org. once headed by Roy Wilkins
36 Salamander
37 French cap
38 Head coverings
42 Healing agents
43 Land measurement
44 Fines
46 Native
49 Slow, shelled animal
51 Hell’s designation
52 Not cold
53 Rigid course of action
57 Air Cushion Vehicle (abbr.)
59 Travel by horse
60 Gushes
62 Opera solo
66 Always
67 Expression

68
69
70
71

Hoop
Delaware (abbr.)
Mambo-like dance
Harness for ox

DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
15
20
22
23
24
25

Eastern Standard Time (abbr.)
Cow speak
Male
Location
Stacking card game
Twitch
First letter of the Arabic alphabet
Tiny insect
Taxi passenger
Window covering
Cook in a marinade
Baby bird sound
Swiped
Portable bed
Invitation abbreviaton
Small bird
Helper
Chew

27
30
31
32
35
37
38
39
40
41
42
44
45
47
48
49
50
54
55
56
58
61
63
64
65

Outer’s opposite
Time zone
With ears
Halloween mo.
Fable writer
Public transportation
Owns
Adrenocorticotropic hormone (abbr.)
Triad
Religious division
Jail room
Bundle
__ duck
Noxious vapor
And so forth
Grate
Unknowing
Colored part of eye
Zilch
Submit your completed crossword to our
Corrupt
Add spice to life
office in SC 110. Open to students only!! All
Aurora
correct entries will be entered to win a $10
River (Spanish)
Writing liquid
Barnes & Noble gift card. Entries are due
Stage of life

Friday by 5 p.m. Winner will be announced in
the next issue. Good luck!

Last Issue

Relax, have a cup of joe
WINNER: Jason Seetin
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HOUSING /
Roommates

Automotive

Riverfront Condo Beachside
Fish every day outside this 2 bedroom, 2 bath fully furnished including kitchen. New carpet,
tiled living areas. Walk to beach.
Near Main St. Bridge. Short/longterm lease available. $990/month.
$500/security. Includes water and
pest service. Call 386-852-3712.

Share nice home in quiet
neighborhood
ER Student to share nice home in
nearby neighborhood. Furnished
bedroom and full bath. House
priviledges. W/D.
$450.00/MO.
Utilities included. Deposit required.
Call 386-383-8621 for details
and appointments. Female preferred.
Non-smoker
only!

Pelican Bay Townhouse
Roommate Needed M or F Pelican Bay Townhouse. Private bedroom. Shared bath with one other
roommate. Large living spaces.
Kitchen, living room, dining room.
Off street parking. Gated community approx. 2 miles from campus.
Cable TV included, $500/mo plus
1/3 utilities. Immediate availability.
Contact Mike at 302-478-1995

Daytona Beach house for rent
Daytona house 2BDR/1BATH
fully furnished all utilities includ
ed(water,electric,phone(with long
distance),cable & wireless internet).
Large front and rear yard to included
fencing.Willing to rent house as a
whole for $1800 monthly or two pre
approved students $900 per.First &
security. Pets welcomed. Located 4
miles form campus. We are looking for
a fun, honest & clean person. Please
call 386-257-9900 for more details.

Female, nonsmoker
to share beachside home in daytona
beach. Close to campus, walking distance to beach. Completely furnished.
$450.00/month plus utilities. If interested, call Sheryl 407-399-5607.

95 Mitsubishi Diamanti Ls
V6,
Automatic,
ABS,
Alloys,
All
Records,
182K,Maintained well.Need to sell
bought another car.Price $2200.00
Phone:(386) 615-7676

01 Suzuki Intuder
805cc, 3600 miles, immaculate condition. $3950 OBO, call 386 334 2229

Student Roommate Wannted
New House to share with 2 students. 2400 sq ft, 2 furnished bedrooms to share bath. 550/month
each room includes all. Off street
parking, cable, utilities, internet access, washer, dryer use of furnished
commmon areas, patio, and yard.
Serious students and non smokers only.
Sandra 386-453-8500

Beachside remodelled apt.
Completely renovated 1 bedroom
apartment with large walk in closets, tiled floors, new kitchen, outside porch patio, small fenced in
private yard, private parking. Great
location, just 5 minutes from Embry Riddle. Call (386) 405-2540.

Home on the river
Large beachside home on the Halifax River. Wireless internet, pool,
fully furnished, full priviledges,
one price pays all, close to ERAU.
Call 386-252-6662

Rent
Looking to rent a spacious 2 bedroom, 2.5 bath townhouse… Located in a quiet friendly neighborhood only minutes from ERAU.
Occupants enjoy full house privileges, which include private room
and bath. You will also be able to
use the community pool and running
track. Only $850.00 monthly (negotiable), plus security. Utilities are
the responsibility of renter(s). Move
in special first month ½ rent off!!!!!

2 rooms avail, $550 / month
Two rooms available for rent in
brand new Port Orange Townhome
off Williamson (15 mins from
ERAU). $550/month ALL INCLUDED. Cable, Internet, Washer, Dryer.
Call
Barbara/Uyi:
386.383.6306/386.235.3524,
i d a h o s a u @ e r a u . e d u
Rooms available in August.

One bedroom house
Remodeled one bedroom, one
bath house on quiet street. Central heat/air, new kitchen cabinets,
appliances. 2 blocks from beach,
15 minutes to campus!
$595/
mo includes water & pest. References, deposit $500. 386/212-1578

2/1 house for rent
Cute Beachside cottage on quiet street
in Daytona. Washer/dryer, patio, carport, florida room. $900/mo. plus util.
331 Flushing Ave. 386-689-4267

Studio Apartment for Rent
Quiet studio in Daytona with serene river view. Pool, fitness center; security gate. Preserves at
Rivers Edge. Washer/dryer in
unit;
microwave,
dishwasher.
$650 plus util. 386-689-4267

1/1 house 2 blocks from beach
Remodeled one Bedroom, one Bath
house just 2 blocks from beach and
15 minutes to campus. Central
heat/air, cute kitchen w/ bar. Quiet
neighborhood. $575/mo includes
water/trash/pest. Security, deposit,
small pets considered. 386/212-1578

2 bed condo for rent/sale
Remodelled
beachside
Condo
on river in Daytona. 2 bed/1 ba.
Near Halifax/ISB. Laundry facility, covered parking. Great storage! $800 plus util. 386-689-4267

Countryside Sub div
916 Countryside West Blvd
Concrete/masonry,
3Bed/2Ba.,
1,757sqft. All tile flooring, major appliances and hurricane
shutters included. Near ERAU,
hospitals and beach. Shown by appointment, call (386) 690-6361.

Looking for new roommate
i have a cool house in daytona 2 br 1
bath ,hot tub, w/d ,room is furnished
cable and net in cluded ,very clean
and privite ,475.00 per month for everything ,very secure parkin for bikes
aswell as cars ,10 mins to riddle ,let
me know thanks Dan 386-316-6155

South Daytona Beach Riverfront
1 BR/BA, New washer/dryer,
carpet, paint, tile, black appliances, maple cabinets.
Fitness
center,Pool,gated, 24 hour security,
Immaculate
condition
$750.
John
407-761-0109

It’s not too late
I’m still looking for that right female student looking to share beachside home; close to campus and
most other amenties. Completely
furnished. Nonsmoker, no pets.
$450.00/month plus utilities. If interested, call Sheryl 407-399-5607.

Roommate needed in Ormond
Looking for a quiet professional to share beautiful 3300 sq. ft.
home in Ormond Beach. Serious inquiries only. Please contact Deanna at 386-299-7535.

Townhouse for Rent
Port Orange-2BR,1 1/2 bath end unit
2
story,new
wash/dryer,new
refrig.,pool. $750 per month with
year lease. Utilities not included.
First,last
month
and
security.Call for information (386)
212-7282 or (386) 212-5406

Barrington Apts ~ $335 month
Room for rent. After electricity and
internet, the rent is usually around
$330 a month. Great roommates,
great apartment. Excellent for students looking for a quiet atmosphere. 5 - 10 minutes from ERAU.
Contact me at: thompe28@erau.edu
or
(401)
617
1074

Advertisement

Room Available
Room available for a 2 bedroom
apartment at end of September. Rent
is $300 per month plus split electricity and internet. Located at Hidden
Oaks apartments in South Daytona.
Only 15 minutes away from campus. Call Ryan at (828) 380-0949.

Roommate needed ASAP
Roomate needed ASAP, 5-7 minutes
away from campus, prviate room and
bathroom, big kitchen, washer and
dryer in apartment, $425 plus half
of electric, cable and water included. NO DEPOSIT AND NO RENT
FOR SEPTEMBER! Please call Jolly Kapoor at 386-341-9149 ASAP
employment
Part time Youth Minister
First Baptist Church of South Daytona is receiving resumes for a
Part-time Minister of Youth. (Average church attendance is 225)
Please
send
resume
to:
First Baptist Church South Daytona
Attn:
Youth
Minister
Search
Committee
2197
Kenilworth
Avenue
South
Daytona,
FL
32119
OR e-mail to : fbcsdpastor@cfl.rr.com

2004 Kia Amonte
For Sale 2004 Kia Amanti fully loaded with only 23,500
miles and 60,000 mile warranty.
Color gold with black leather and
wood grain interior, sunroof/moonroof, fully loaded, 4” monitor trip
monitor, both front seats powered with
2 position memory, stereo cassette
radio, 6 CD changer, custom tinted
glass, one driver always garaged, all
required services performed by dealer, Price $13,290, call 386-341-3663
Miscellaneous

Queen Size Mattress Set
Mattress & Box Spring, Brand
new, Brand Name, close-out of last
years model. Retails $499; sell
$145. Full size also available $135.
Call 386-334-7310

Looking for child care?
ERAU student and Mother of two
boys available for in-home daycare in Port Orange beginning
September 3rd. I am reliable and
trustworthy. I do not smoke or
have pets. If you would like to
speak with me you can call 386341-9000 (ask for Kim) or e-mail
me @ Kimbayliss@hotmail.com

